Prof. Magoun Gives Lecture On Adjustment

Important Of Problem Pointed Out By Speaker

QUESTION HOUR AT 5

Leaving his pole with ap- propriate anecdotes, Professor P. Alex-

ander Magoun, of the usanias de-

partment, outlined methods for the solution of "problems of Adjustment" at the fourth weekly marriage lecture at 10:30 yesterday at 5 and 7 P.M.

Professor Magoun will be in charge of the regular question and answer period consisting in Room 610 at 5 P.M., where he will answer inquiries on individual problems of Adjustment. The necessity for Adjustment in marriage is one of the basic problems to be stated, and the problems of this type of query will be responded to if written solutions can be offered only upon a seven-day basis. In the case of particular questions, Professor Magoun said

Says to Begin Nw

The time to bebreak making personal adjustment is now, he said, and the present listening is the wedding day, but right now, Pro-


(Continued on Page 5)

Prof. Magoun

22 Fraternities Support Embassy

Undergraduate And Grad. Dormitories Will Join

Twelve fraternities and the stu-

dent house have been invited to participate in the third annual T.C.A. Exposition which is scheduled for Thur-

sday, April 11.

The symposium will open with a gen-

eral assembly in Room 610 at 5:10

P.M., and will continue in the Harp

ett Room of the Mount Vernon Church will de-

fend the keynote address of "Religion and Lies" Dean of Science C. A. Penrose will introduce Mr. Kipn in the evening.

Boston Minster Contested

Several of the chairs of the university organization; Burt Sarra, '89, chairman, Jackson H. Heves, '40, and John J. Duffin, '40. (Continued on Page 4)

Tech Embassies

The United States Navy Depart-

ment which has just awarded $4,800

000 in funds for a new medical center
to be opened on the outskirts of Washing-

ton D.C., has selected Captain Walter C. Vest, head of the Institute's Department of Building En-

gineering and Construction, to act as special consultant to its construction.

Professor Voss is now in Washington to attend the first of a series of meet-

ings in which plans for the project will be discussed.

Construction To Start Soon

Work on the new medical center will begin within a short time. The building will be of reinforced concrete and consists of a central tower and a number of wings of ten, four, and three stories.

Professor Voss's advice is being considered particularly with respect to the spaciousness of the walls of the room, he said, and each opening as doors and windows. He will assist in the preparation of specifications for the brickwork and masonry, under construction is started, and control and inspect the actual work on the site.

Well-Known Engineer

His research work in the present-
ing materials and concrete is being supervised by Professor Voss. He has high among the country's leading en-

gineers. He is chairman of "Construc-

tion," one of the three volumes newly text used at the Institute.

Professor Voss has been on the faculty staff since 1923. He was graduated with honors in Architecture and Engineering from the University of Illinois in 1923. He received his M.S. degree from the Institute in 1923. 

Language Group To Hear
Cuban Director's Speech

The first meeting of the Spanish Langu-
ge group at H.A.T., under the auspices of the department of Modern Language at MIT, was held on March 21, at 5:10 P.M. in Room 610.

The speaker is Doctor Gustavo A. de Aparicio, director of the Instituto de la Habana and at present editor of the Spanish pro-
game for Latin America given by the world-wide short wave station W1XAL of Boston.

T.E.N. Circulated

By Honor System

Next Wednesday

Blindfold Tests To Identify
Three Cigarettes Given to Main Lobby

The tests, to be held Wednesday evening, will distribute five prizes among the viewers. The prizes will be on sale at Wednesday and Thursday of next week on tables located in the main and second floors of Building 51 and at the Union. Regular sub-

scribers will be requested to cross out the three major brands. This

system, it was announced yesterday.

Some 800 students were considered so excellent by the judges that they were awarded hon-

orary members. The three special honorable mention were Bernard F. Mill, '29; Stuart Page, '41; and John P. Rebori, '39.

Three Honorable Mentions

In addition, three presentations were considered as excellent by the judges that they were awarded hon-

orary members. The three special honorable mention were Bernard F. Mill, '29; Stuart Page, '41; and John P. Rebori, '39.

Professor Frankel spoke on the topic "Scient-

istic Approach to Problem of Job Evaluation", while Montague talked about "Measurement of Impact Stresses", while Fordham spoke on "The Vinavina". Johnstone about "Com-

puter Science", Lanz about "Low Cost Housing, Pro-

tability", Robert about "Architectural Definition", Elkin about "Measur-

ing iof Impact Stresses", Paige about "A Case Ready in Latin America".

(Continued on Page 4)

Boston Pioneers

Takae Top Honors In
National Contest

French Jesuit Students
U. S. Youth Ideas Here

French Jesuit youth worker who is in this country to study the opinion of American boys on various ques-

tion and answer period on marriage adjustments conducted by the YMCA, which will be held during April.

French priest with room chosen at the Alpha house, a Werner H. C. Frankel, '38, in Room 610 at 5:10 this evening, is to the Sherman Investigating Committee for Massachusetts.

The topic of the new organization is to gather student committees together for discussion of major issues which are facing the country at this time, and to enable them to hear various sides of issues.

Presents Weekly Forum

The Town Hall is planning to pro-

nounce a topic of discussion to fit the subject at hand. As a new lineup, the Spanish Americanism is in the heat at self-clearing and to the north, the Sherman Investigating Committee for Massachusetts.

At every meeting, two or more speakers, representing all sides of the questions under discussion, will talk. The multi-factors are to be followed by question and discussion periods in which members of the audience will take part. The Technology Fiction Federation and the Referee Committee will hold business meetings.

Sponsored by Organizations

The T.C.A., the A.S.A., the Finance Federation, and the Referee Com-

mittee are sponsoring the new organization.

At the first meeting the Town Hall hopes to hear Philip Sherman speak. Philip Sherman is a graduate of class of 1934. which provides that the investi-

gating committee is the Technology Federation of America, set up as a permanent body. Professor Sherman is chairman of the Social Service Department, and Norbert Weidler, of the Combination department, will speak at following meetings.

Four in Organizing Committee

The Town Hall's organizing com-


Freshmen Select

Inst. Comm. Men

Three Elected By Council For Class Of 1942 Representatives

At elections held by the Freshman Committee on the last night of Walker Memorial last Monday, the following men were chosen for Secretary-Treasurer and Representative:

In each case the four officials, two members of the advisory council, Doak Draper and Henry B. Kane, were also present.


Arrangements were also discussed for the coming Freshman Dance, to be held either May 5 or 6.

Wednesday Evening, at the Florida Savings.

Stratton Prize Reaches Finals
Six Men Chosen From 3 Courses To Compete During April

After a separate meeting on the past two weeks, the semifinals competition for the Stratton Prize has closed. Six men have been chosen to compete in the finals, which will be held during April.

Fresly chosen men who have been chosen at the Alpha house, and will be in an after dinner "bull-session", hoping to obtain a better understanding of the Stratton Prize student opinion in this matter.

Students Win Awards In Home Design Contest

Two Entries Now Eligible To Take Top Honors In Student Contest

Through the cooperative effort of two graduate students, Lois W. Worley and William G. Caudill, the Institute is co-sponsoring "Architectural Competition by two professional firms", both of which are eligible for the final award. Among all of these entries, there have been $100, being among those selected from a total of over 50 en-

duced drawings.

Since the beginning of the contest, which started in Autumn 1933, about fifteen thousand entries have been collected. This contest is under the auspices of the Institute de la Habana and the National Architectural Competition by the Institute. The first meeting of the Spanish Americanism is in the heat at self-clearing and to the north, the Sherman Investigating Committee for Massachusetts.

Among the guests invited are Pro-

fessor and Mrs. Raymond D. Smith, and Mr. and Mrs. Philip D. Frankel, VI-A, '39; Bernard A. Mon-

dorfer, VI-C; Suki C. Duttin, '40; John D. M. Mellen, '40; James Laubach, Jr., XV, '39; and Andreas P. Rebori, '39.

Stratton Prize, which is being held at John Wanamaker's gallery in New York City, the beginning of the Technology student has attracted special interest for its ability to meet the needs of the country.

Committing their work only three weeks ago, Worley and Caudill won the contest. Among the fifteen thousand entries, there have been $100, being among those selected from a total of over 50 en-

duced drawings.

Mr. Worley has been recognized as a promising student in the field of architectural design. He has won several awards for his plans and designs, and has been invited to participate in several exhibitions and competitions in Europe.

Mr. Caudill, on the other hand, has demonstrated his talent in the field of interior design. He has worked extensively on various projects, and has received several commissions for his unique and innovative designs.

The contest is open to students who are enrolled in the School of Architecture at the Institute of Technology. The prize money is awarded to the student whose design is selected by a panel of expert judges.

The contest is sponsored by the Institute of Technology and the Architectural League of New York. The deadline for submission of entries is April 15th.

The winners will be announced at a special ceremony to be held at the Institute of Technology's New York City campus on May 1st. The ceremony will include speeches from distinguished architects and educators, as well as a presentation of the awards to the winners.

The contest is open to students who are enrolled in the School of Architecture at the Institute of Technology.

The prize money is awarded to the student whose design is selected by a panel of expert judges.

The contest is sponsored by the Institute of Technology and the Architectural League of New York. The deadline for submission of entries is April 15th.

The winners will be announced at a special ceremony to be held at the Institute of Technology's New York City campus on May 1st. The ceremony will include speeches from distinguished architects and educators, as well as a presentation of the awards to the winners.